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Abstract 
This paper deals with the problem of detecting every line component, a set of edge points close enough to 
some line, in an N x N digital image. For this purpose, the Hough transform, which is based on voting in 
the dual plane, is widely used. However, there have been few theoretical studies on the relationship between 
its computational complexity and ability of detecting straight line components. In this paper we present wo 
different algorithms for detecting every line component contained in a digital image. The one, which is effective 
in the case of a dense digital image, is based on a new transformation named Ll-dual transform defined by 
the Ll-distance between points and lines. Using concepts from number theory we can show that this algorithm 
finds every line component in O(N 4) time, where the size of the image is O(N2). The other, which is effective 
when the edge density is low, attains efficiency by using the plane sweep technique common in computational 
geometry. Furthermore, we present an efficient approximation algorithm which can detect at least c~ x 100% of 
any line component and show that its computational complexity depends on the value of c~. Choosing c~ = 0.5, 
for example, the time complexity of the algorithm is reduced from O(N 4) to O(N 3 log N). 
In practical applications it is sometimes required to detect line components of width greater than one. We also 
present an algorithm for detecting such bold lines of specified width in the same computational complexity as 
above. 
Keywords: Approximation algorithm; Computational geometry; Detection of digital lines; Farey series; Hough 
transform; Ll-dual transform 
1. Introduct ion 
The most widely used method for detecting or extracting straight line components in a digital image 
is the Hough transform [4,2] in which each edge point in an image is transformed into a sinusoidal 
curve and then intersections of many such curves are enumerated. The usual method to implement 
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this idea efficiently is to partition the transformed plane (or parameter space) into small regions called 
buckets and to vote for each bucket passed over by each curve rather than finding every intersection 
precisely. In order to increase the ability of line detection finer partition is required, causing increase 
in computation time and memory requirements. Therefore, we should carefully choose parameters for 
the partition. However, there have been very few theoretical studies on the optimal partition (see the 
survey paper by Matsuyama nd Koshimizu [6]). 
A number of attempts have been made to shorten the computation time for the Hough transform. 
However, without essential improvement it is achieved only with sacrifice of ability of line detection. 
This implies a tradeoff between computation time and ability of line detection. No theoretical ttempts 
have been made to clarify such tradeoff. 
In this paper we present wo different algorithms that can detect every line component in a digital 
image of size N x N. The one is effective for dense digital images and runs in O(N 4) time. With 
the help of number theory, we can show that any algorithm to detect all line components for dense 
images needs J'2(N 4) time in the worst case. Therefore, this algorithm is optimal in computation time 
within a constant factor. 
For the algorithm we introduce a new transformation called Ll-dual transform based on the LI- 
distance from a point to a line. The Ll-distance from a point (x, y) to a line y = ux  is lu - vx  I 
if [u I ~< 1 or Ix - y /u[  otherwise. The equation v = y - ux  for lul l can be regarded as a 
transformation from a point (x, y) in the x-y  plane into a line v = y - ux ,  lul ~< 1 in the u-v  plane. 
The other algorithm is effective for sparse digital images. Its fundamental idea is a plane sweep 
technique which is often used in computational geometry. 
Furthermore, in order to theoretically establish a tradeoff between computation time and ability of 
line detection, we introduce a new notion of "c~-sens i t i veness" .  Suppose that we are required to report 
all line components containing at least t edge points. An algorithm is said to be o~-sensi t ive if for each 
such set P of edge points there exists some output P~ of the algorithm such that 
[P 'nP I  
IPI /> c~ and IP'l t. 
We present an c~-sens i t ive algorithm and show that its computational complexity depends on the 
value of o~. Choosing ff = 0.5, for example, the time complexity of the algorithm is reduced from 
O(N 4) to O(N 3 log N). 
Summarizing the results obtained, properties of integers play an important part in achieving effi- 
ciency of  algorithms for dense digital images and combinatorial nalysis does for sparse ones. 
In practical applications it is sometimes required to detect line components of width greater than one. 
We also present an algorithm for detecting such bold lines of specified width in the same computational 
complexity as above. 
2. Standard Hough transform 
We first describe a standard algorithm based on the Hough transform [4,2]. 
Let G be a set of all lattice points in a digital image of size N x N, that is, 
a:  : O, 1 , . . . ,N -  1}. 
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Fig. 2. Detecting a line component based on bucketing technique. (a) Curves passing through a bucket. (b) Corresponding 
set of edge points. 
We define 9(x, y) -- 1 when there is a dot (hereafter called an edge point) at (x, y) in a digital 
image and 9(x, y) = 0 otherwise. In the following we consider the problem of detecting a digital line 
as a set of edge points• For simplicity, throughout his paper, we assume a digital image of square 
shape. 
Let p be the distance from the origin to a line of an angle 0 + 7r/2 which passes through an edge 
point (xi, y~) (see Fig. 1). Then, p is represented by the following equation: 
p = x icos0  + yis in0. (1) 
This can be regarded as a transformation from a point (xi, Yi) in the x-y plane to a curve p = 
xi cos 0 + y~ sin 0 in the O-p plane• Then, when the curve p -- x~ cos 0 + Yi sin 0 for an edge point 
(xi, y~) intersects the curve p = xj cos 0 + yj sin 0 for (xj, yj) at (0 ~, p~), the line passing through these 
two points is expressed by the equation 
x cos 0 ~ + y sin O' = p~. (2) 
In general, if m such curves intersect at a point (0 ~, pt), its corresponding m points lie on the 
line (2). To find such intersections in the O-p plane, the O-p plane is partitioned into small equal 
regions (called buckets) in standard algorithms based on the Hough transform. Then, following a 
curve p = xi cos 0 ÷ yi sin 0, we put a vote in each bucket passed by the curve. Fig. 2 illustrates a 
set of curves intersecting the center line of a bucket and its corresponding set of edge points in the 
original plane. Finally, we enumerate all buckets having more votes than a predetermined threshold 
and report the lines corresponding to these buckets. 
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For simplicity, the O-p plane is, for example, subdivided into buckets defined by (00 = 0, 01 = 
7r /MO,  02 = 27r/Mo, ..., OMo = 7r), and (P0 = 0, /91 : x/2N/Mp, D2 : 2x/2N/Mp, ..., DMp : 
AN). 
This algorithm is formally described as follows. 
Algorithm 1. Standard Hough transform 
Array: 
(1) bit g[N][N]; /* digital image */ 
(2) int count[Mo][Mp]; /* for counting votes , /  
/* If an image is scanned sequentially from a file, it is not necessary to prepare the array 9[ ][ ]. */ 
Parameters to be predetermined: 
(1) (01,02,...,0M0): /* a sequence of angles of lines / ,  
(2) a function q(O, p) to quantize p values. 
(3) a threshold t to determine the minimum cardinality of a set of edge points to give a digital line. 
Procedure: 
Initialize each element of the array count[.][.] to zero; 
fo rx=0toN- I  
for V -- 0 to N - 1 
if there is an edge point at (x, V) then 
for i = 1 to Mo 
calculate p = x cos Oi + y sin Oi; 
increment the value of count[i][q[Oi, p]]; 
For each (Oi, pj) such that count[i][j] ~> t report its corresponding line 
x cos Oi + y sin Oi = pj. 
In the above algorithm we must determine in advance (1) a sequence (01,02,.. . ,  OM) which specifies 
the angles of lines to be detected, (2) a function q(O, p) to quantize p values, and (3) a threshold t
to determine the minimum cardinality of a set of edge points to give a digital line. The sequence 
of angles is related to both the time complexity and the ability of line detection. The quantization 
function q(O, p) is also important since it determines the size of the array for buckets. However, there 
have been very few theoretical studies on optimality of these parameters. Wada et al. [8] proposed to 
use the function 
q(O,p) = L(p+ 2N) /max {I sin01, Icos0l}J 
as a quantization function. This function might be reasonable for practical application, but it would 
lead to no essential improvement. 
Remark 1. An important observation is that there is no guarantee for line detection as far as any 
quantization is used since it creates a boundary between adjacent buckets. Imagine the case in which 
t/2 lines pass through just above a bucket boundary and t/2 lines do just below the boundary. This 
method will miss a line consisting of such t edge points. 
As for the problem of how to choose the angles of lines, there is no reasonable consideration 
according to the authors' knowledge. This problem will be investigated in detail in the next section. 
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3. Evaluation of line detection ability 
A number of algorithms have been considered to detect line components in a digital image. In this 
section we formulate how to evaluate the line detection ability of such algorithms. 
Thus far we have used the term digital lines without any formal definition. Although there could be 
a number of different ways to define digital lines, this paper adopts the following definition. It seems 
that the following discussion is tolerant o minor modification of the definition. 
Given a point p and a line l in the plane, the L l-distance between a point p and a line y = ax + b is 
defined to be the minimum among rectilinear distances between p and any point on the line. Thus, the 
Ll-distance between a point p and a line l is minimum between the vertical and horizontal distances 
between them (i.e., lengths of the vertical and horizontal segments, respectively, from p to l). 
For a set P of edge points and a slope u, the vertical and horizontal widths of P at slope u are 
similarly defined to be the maximum differences of vertical and horizontal distances, respectively, 
from points of P to the line y = ux (see Fig. 3). The Ll-width of P for a slope u is defined to be the 
smaller one between the vertical and horizontal widths. 
Here note that which is smaller, the vertical distance or horizontal distance from a point to a line, 
depends on the slope of the line. That is, the vertical distance is shorter if the slope is between -1  
and 1 and the horizontal distance is shorter otherwise. 
Formally, we define a signed version of L l -d is tance dl (x, y, a, b) between a point (x, y) and a line 
y = ax + b by 
I y -ax -b  i f [y -ax -b  I<~ Ix - (y -b ) /a ] ,  
dl b) Y, a~ 
x - (y - b)/a otherwise. 
In what follows, we use the term the Ll-distance between a point and a line to denote its signed 
version unless confusion occurs. 
Y~ 
J. 
y=UX 
Fig. 3. The vertical width of a set of points at a slope u. 
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With these definitions, given a line y = ux ÷ v its corresponding set G(u, v) of lattice points is 
defined to be all lattice points whose Ll-distances to the line are between -0.5 and 0.5. More precisely, 
we define the set by 
G(u ,v )={(x~,v i )  ~GI  - 0.5 ~ dl (xi, w, u, v) ~0.5}.  
A set P of edge points corresponding to some line is called a digital line or line component. For 
practical purposes, we are interested in a line component whose size is greater than or equal to a 
given threshold t. Such a component is called an eligible component. In what follows, an eligible line 
component is simply called a line component unless confusion occurs. In this paper we do not find a 
set of edge points for a given line but find a set of edge points which corresponds to some line and 
then calculate an equation of the line that fits the set. 
With the definitions above we have the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. A set P of edge points is a line component if and only if there is some slope u at which 
the Ll-width of P is at most 1. 
Based on the preparation above, we shall describe the criterion on the line detection ability of 
algorithms. In this paper we shall concentrate on a class of algorithms that detect only eligible line 
components ( atisfying the condition in Lemma 1) and report associated values such as equations of 
the corresponding straight lines. 
With respect o the line detection ability, the following lemma might be obvious. 
Lemma 2. The standard algorithm based on the Hough transform algorithm does not always output 
all line components. 
Proof. As far as the bucketing technique is used, it may miss some digital lines due to the reason 
mentioned in Remark 1. [] 
Definition 1. An algorithm is said to be c~-sensitive with 0 < c~ < 1 if for any line component P with 
size at least t in a given digital image it can detect a line component P~ that satisfies 
]P U P'I >~ a. 
Jel 
In the next section we shall present an algorithm that can detect every line component in a given 
digital image. The algorithm is based on a new transformation based on the Ll-distance which is in 
principle the same as the duality transform. 
4. Ll-dual transform 
Throughout this and the next sections we consider only those lines whose slopes are between 0 
and 1, and hence the Ll-distance is determined by the vertical distance. It might be easy to see that 
other cases can be dealt with in similar ways, for example, by exchanging x- and y-coordinates. 
The duality transform which is commonly used in computational Geometry maps a point (a, b) 
into a line y = ax + b and a line y = cx + d into a point ( -c ,d) .  It is well known that the 
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transformation preserves the vertical relation between points and lines. The intersection point of the 
line y = alx  + bl for a point (al ,bl)  and the line y = azx  + b2 for a point (az,  b2) corresponds 
to the line passing through the two points. Therefore, if we transform edge points into lines and 
enumerate all the intersections at which t or more lines intersect, we have a set of line components 
which correspond to those intersections. However, this approach as a serious disadvantage that we 
cannot restrict the range in which intersections exist, in other words, intersections may be scattered 
in a very wide range. This means that the "voting" method which was used in the algorithm based 
on the Hough transform is not valid. This is the reason why the original idea by Hough based on the 
duality transform has been considered to be "impractical" [2]. Notice that the Hough transform based 
on Eq. (1) (p : xi cos0 + Yi sin0) allows us to restrict he search space to a small rectangle defined 
by the inequalities 0 ~< 0 ~< 7r and IPl ~< 2N (more precisely IPl <~ x/2N for a square image). This 
compactness of the search space is considered to be the key to the practical success of the Hough 
transform. However, if we are careful in the line detection ability, the algorithm based on the Hough 
transform is not the best. In this section we design an algorithm along the definitions in the previous 
section. 
The algorithm to be presented in this section is based on a transformation which is very similar to 
the duality transform. In the Hough transform we computed the (perpendicular) distance v from the 
origin to a line passing through an edge point (xi, Yi)  whose angle is rr/2 + 0. In our transform we 
compute the Li-distance. Therefore, we shall call it Ll-dual transform. Since we are concentrating on 
detecting line components whose corresponding lines are of slopes between 0 and 1, the Ll-distance 
v from an edge point (xi, Yi) to a line y = ux is given by 
v = Yi -- uxi. (3) 
Then, we sort edge points by their v values. If two points (xi, Yi) and (x j ,y j )  have the same v 
value, that is, if we have 
Yi -- ux i  : Y j  -- UXj  : V~ 
then, we can see that the line y = ux + v passes through these two points. This leads to the following 
observation: Given a set of edge points, compute their corresponding v values by Eq. (3) and then sort 
them to find maximal subsets of edge points whose v values differ by at most one. Then, those subsets 
whose sizes are greater than or equal to a given threshold are the digital line components required. 
Thus, we have the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 2. Algorithm based on Ll-dual transform 
Array: 
(1) bit 9IN]IN]; /* digital image , /  
(2) struct point{int x, y;} p[n]; / ,  an array to store coordinates of edge points , /  
(3) double v[n]; /* an array to store v values , /  
(4) int a[n]; /* an array to store labels of edge points */ 
/ ,  n is the total number of edge points */ 
Parameters to be predetermined: 
(1) (ul, u2 , . . .  ,UM): /* a sequence of slopes of lines , /  
(2) a threshold t to determine the minimum cardinality of a set of edge points to give a digital line. 
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Procedure: 
Store all the coordinates (x, y) such that 9[x][y] = 1 into the structured array p[.] 
(concretely, if (x, y) is the ith edge point then we set p[i].x = x, p[i].y = y). 
for i = 1 to n ~r[i] = i; /* Initialization of the array ~r[.] , /  
for i = 1 to M /* for each slope , /  
for j = l to n /* for each edge point , /  
compute v[j] = p[j].y - ui x p[j].x; 
Sort v values so that we have v[cr[1]] ~< v[a[2]] ~<... ~< @r[n]]; 
Based on the sorted sequence, find eligible line components. 
4.1. A procedure for detecting all maximal line components 
Given a sorted list of v values we shall find all maximal subsets uch that their v values are different 
by at most one and they consist of t or more points. Since we have the sorted list, a linear scan over 
the list suffices to find all those subsets. Such a component P is locally maximal in a sense that for 
the same slope with which P is output the algorithm does not output any other line component P~ 
that properly includes P while for the other slope the algorithm may output a line component pit that 
properly includes P. A line component P is called maximal if there is no other line component Pt 
that properly includes P. 
For efficient implementation we should not output each line component as a set but report some 
values associated with the set. Most important is an equation of the line that fits the line component 
found. It is easy to calculate such an equation. Since a slope is fixed in the loop of "for i = 1 to M"  
of the above procedure, it suffices to maintain the maximum and minimum v values of a component 
and take their average. O(1) time is sufficient for the maintenance on the maximum and minimum 
values of v. 
Next, we shall concentrate our attention on how to design a sequence of slopes which can guarantee 
that every maximal ine component is surely detected. 
Lemma 3. Algorithm 2 detects all line components only if the length M of the slope sequence is 
Proof. Consider a digital image N × N whose edge points are all lattice points (a, b) and (a, b + 1) 
such that (1) a >/ b and (2) (a, b) = (0, 0), or a and b are relatively prime. In addition, consider the 
case the threshold t is four. Notice that there are O(N 2) edge points [5]. Among edges points choose 
an arbitary edge point (a, b) such that a and b are relatively prime, and let us consider four edge 
points A(0, 0),/3(0, 1), C(a, b) and D(a, b + 1). Let P be the set of edge points that are included in 
the parallelogram formed by four straight lines x = 0, x = N, y = (b/a)x and y = (b/a)x + 1. The 
set P clearly includes the points A, B, C and D, and P is a locally maximal ine component with 
respect o the slope b/a since the vertical width of P with respect o the slope b/a is one. Moreover, 
the vertical width of P becomes greater than one for the slope different from b/a since if the slope 
is smaller (respectively larger) than b/a, the vertical width of two points A and D (respectively /3 
and C) exceeds one. This implies that P is a maximal ine component and the fraction b/a must be 
included in the sequence of slopes to detect his line component. 
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Since there are f2(N 2) irreducible fractions [5] of the form b/a, b = O, 1 , . . . ,N  - 1, a = 
1,2 , . . . ,N -1 ,  b~<a, we have the lemma. [] 
Let (uo : 0, ul, U2,..., UM) be an increasing sequence of irreducible fractions of the form y/x,  0 <<. 
y < N, 1 <~ x < N, y < x. This sequence is known as a Farey series. The Farey series of order k, 
denoted by Fk, is the increasing sequence of all reduced fractions between 0 and 1 whose denominators 
are less than or equal to k. Starting with FI = (0/1, 1/1), Fk is constructed by inserting the fraction 
(m + m' ) /k  between consecutive fractions re~n, m'/n '  of Fk-1 whose denominators sum to k [3]. 
Based on the above discussions it may be obvious that the minimum difference between two 
consecutive fractions is 1/ (N-  1) (N-2)  since I / (N -1)  and 1 / (N-2)  are contained in the sequence. 
As for the maximum difference the lemma is obvious since 0/1 and 1/(N - 1) (or (N - 2 ) / (N  - 1) 
and 1 / 1) are consecutive numbers in the sequence. 
More concretely, we can generate such a Farey series by calling the following C function as 
generate(I, 2, 0, 1, 1,1); 
where the function is defined as follows: 
generate(y ,  x, ly, ix, ry, rx) 
int y, x, ly, ix, ry, rx; 
{ 
i f (y+ly  < N && x+ix  < N) 
generate(y+ly ,  x+ix, ly, Ix, y, x); 
p r in t f ( ' '  %d/%d'' ,  y, x); 
i f (y+ry  < N && x+rx < N) 
generate(y+ry ,  x+rx, y, x, ry, rx) ; 
Lemma 4. Let FN-I  = (u0, u l , . . .  ,UM) be the Farey series of order N - I. Given an arbitrary 
digital image, each of its maximal ine components (of slopes between 0 and t) can be detected by 
the algorithm based on the Ll-dual transform. 
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary locally maximal ine component (of slope between 0 and 1). The vertical 
width of P at such a slope u is defined as before. Then, it is minimized when u is some slope of an 
edge of the convex hull of P. Since each such edge connects two edge points in P, the slope of the 
edge is included in the Farey series. Thus, P is detected by the above algorithm with this slope. [] 
The above discussions lead to the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The algorithm based on the Ll-dual transform detects all maximal ine components if
we adopt the Farey series FN-I of length O(N 2) as sequence of slopes. 
Notice that the above algorithm does not always output only maximal ine components, but may output 
nonmaximal ones that are locally maximal with respect o some slope. 
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5. Efficient approximation algorithm 
We have presented an algorithm which can detect every maximal ine component in a digital image 
using a slope sequence of length O(N2). In this section we first present an approximation algorithm, 
1/2-sensitive algorithm (Definition 1 of Section 3), which is more efficient at the expense of the line 
detection ability. The algorithm itself is just the same as Algorithm 2 except that it uses the slope 
sequence of length O(N) rather than that of O(N2). 
We shall show how to design a slope sequence of O(N) that makes Algorithm 2 1/2-sensitive. 
Such a slope sequence ' (Uo, u i , . , .  , U~v ) is defined as follows: 
i 
i = 0, 1 , . . . ,N  - 1. (4) 
u~-- N - I '  
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 is 1~2-sensitive with the above slope sequence of length O(N). 
Proof. Suppose that we are given a digital line component S of size t ~ with t ~ ) t, and a slope ui 
with which S can be detected as a digital line component by Algorithm 2. Here, ui is a irreducible 
fraction, b/a, with a ~< N - 1. We shall show that, with one of slopes defined above, at least half 
portion of S can be detected as a locally maximal digital line component by Algorithm 2, when the 
parameter t is changed to t/2. 
Let A (respectively/3) be a point in S such that the vertical distance from A (respectively /3) to 
the line y = u~x is maximum (respectively minimum). Let LA: y = uix + VA (respectively L~: y = 
uix + VB) denote the straight line with slope ui that passes through A (respectively/3). See Fig. 4. If 
ui = k / (N  - 1) for some k with 0 ~< k ~< N - 1, the entire set S can be detected by Algorithm 2 and 
the theorem clearly follows. Thus, we assume that k / (N-  1) < ui < (k + I ) / (N -  1) holds for some 
k with 0 ~< k ~< N-  2. Without loss of generality, suppose ui -k / (N  - 1) ~< (k + 1) / (N-  l) -u~.  
Then, ui - k / (N  - 1) ~< 1/(2(N - 1)) holds. Let A' (respectively t3') be the point at which line LA 
(respectively LB) crosses the line x = N-  1 (respectively x = 0). Let L~t (respectively L~) denote the 
line with slope k / (N-  1) that passes through A ~ (respectively/3'). Then the vertical distance between 
B, 
! A 
• . ~ H s ;  r ' l  
I' . . . .  ~ "  . - - . ,  ""  ,,....,~;,Z/,;;;;,~"  ~/4  
L- A 
• . . - - . , . , P .~. : ; / , . . ,Z / ' : " "  . . . . . .  f,;,Z,f, Z4f,~;;f4Z," ~ : f , f ,Z, f . ; f , ,~f4~'; ; ' "  
~,  ~,~,~,,~ .................. L ~ ~ . ~  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ > r a . w , - ~ ' "  
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , ' - - ' - " . ~ .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  "13  ~ y U i X 
Fig. 4. Illustration for the proof of Theorem 2. 
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these two lines is at most 3/2, and all points of S lie between these two lines. Let ,--q'A (respectively 
SB) be the set of points that are closer to the line L~t (respectively L~). Since the vertical distance 
between L~4 and L~ is at most 3/2, the vertical distance of all points of SA (respectively SB) to the 
line L~ (respectively L~) is at most 3/4 < 1. Since SAI,_J,~ B = S, max{lSAI , [SBI} >~ ISI/2 follows. 
Therefore, at least half of points in S can be detected as a digital straight line by Algorithm 2 with 
slope k / (N  - 1). This proves the theorem. [] 
Since the vertical widths of SA and SB are at most 3/4, the above method may yield a better 
accuracy than 1/2-sensitiveness. But, it is not the case in general. The reason is as follows: We can 
easily construct an example such that ]SA[ ,-~ [SI/2 and all points of S are verly close to L~4, while 
ISBI ~ IS[/2 and all points of S' are verly close to L~3, and there does not exist a line with slope 
k / (N  - 1) for which the vertical distances from both a point of SA and a point of SB to that line are 
simultaneously less than or equal to one. 
In the above method with 1/2-sensitiveness, we use a slope sequence such that the difference 
between each consecutive two slopes is equal to 1/(N - 1). It is reasonable to imagine that, if we 
use a finer sequence such that the length of the interval between each consecutive slopes is less than 
1/(N - 1), we can obtain an a-sensitive algorithm with a > 1/2. However, this is not true in general 
because we can easily obtain an example in the manner similar to the above such that at most half of 
points in S have the vertical distance less than or equal to one to a line with any slope among those 
chosen. 
In spite of this fact, if we are concerned with only dense digital line components, we can devise an 
a-sensitive algorithm for any a > 1/2. Here, a digital line component is called dense if it contains at 
least one element at each x-coordinate. 
A slope sequence for this purpose is defined as follows: We start with the Farey series FN-I of 
order N - 1. Let the sequence be I t  1 = bl/aL, u2 = b2/a2, . . . ,  um= bM/aM, where bk/ak is an 
irreducible fraction. For i, j with 0 ~< i ~< j ~ M, let 
~N -1  s (~i, u j )  = ak 
k=i 
The quantity s(ui, uj) is an upper bound on the number of lattice points in the triangle formed by 
three straight lines, y = u~x, y = ujx and x = N - 1. 
We then compute a subsequence (U0(= O),U1,. . . ,UM,(= l)) of (u0(= 0) ,u l , . . .  ,UM) in this 
order by the following formula: 
Ui+l := min {uj I uj > Ui and 8(ua(i)_/1,uj) ~ (N - 1)(1 - a ) /3} .  (5) 
Here  ucr ( i )+  1 = gi. We then have the following theorems. The proofs of these theorems are given in 
Appendix A. 
Theorem 3. When the slope sequence defined by (5) is used and the threshold t is changed to at, 
Algorithm 2 is a-sensitive. 
Theorem 4. The length of the slope sequence defined by (5) is O(N/(1 - a)). 
From the above theorem, if we typically choose a = 1 - 1/ log N, the length of the slope sequence 
becomes O(N log N).  
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6. Optimality of the algorithm 
The Algorithm 2 can report every maximal ine component in O(nN 2) time. We shall show that 
it is optimal within a constant factor when the density of edge points is high, more exactly when 
the number of edge points is of the order of the image size ~(N2). If n = O(N 2) then the time 
complexity is O(N4) .  Thus, it suffices to prove that there are J'2(N 4) maximal ine components. 
Observation. Let P be an arbitrary maximal ine component. Then there exist rational numbers u 
and v of the form B/A ,  1 <~ A < N, 0 <~ B < N such that P C_ G(u, v). 
Proof. The proof is almost he same as that for Lemma 2. [] 
Lemma 5. If every lattice point in an N x N digital image is an edge point, the following conditions 
hold. 
1. The vertical width of an arbitrary maximal line component corresponding to a line of slope 
between -1  and 1 is exactly 1, and the horizontal width of an arbitrary maximal ine component 
corresponding to a line of slope less than - l or greater than 1 is exactly 1. 
2. For any maximal ine component we can find one rational number u representing the slope of the 
line mentioned above. Such a rational number is uniquely determined. 
3. Maximal line components are distinct if their corresponding rational numbers defined above are 
distinct. 
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary maximal ine component corresponding to a line of slope u, ]u I ~< 1. 
Let (x, y) be a lattice point in P that maximizes the vertical distance to the line y = ux and d be the 
distance. Then, the vertical distance from the lattice point (x, y - 1) just below it to the line y = ux is 
obviously d - 1 (we assume here without loss of generality that d > 2). Since we have assumed that 
every lattice point is an edge point, P must include the lattice point (x, y - 1), too. Thus, the vertical 
width of P is exactly 1. 
The proof for the rest of the lemma might be obvious. [] 
Theorem 5. The number of maximal line components contained in an N × N digital image is 69(N 4) 
in the worst case. 
Proof. We are interested in the total number of maximal line components in an N × N digital image 
when every lattice point is an edge point. Let P be an arbitrary maximal ine component. It follows 
from Lemma 5 that the vertical width of the convex hull of the maximal ine component is exactly 
one. It is also easy to see that there are at least two z-coordinates at which the vertical distance is 
one. Let xl and x2 be the smallest and second smallest such x-coordinates. P has two lattice points at 
each of them. Let those points be (xl, 91), (xl, Yl + 1), (x2, Y2), (x2, Y2 + 1). Then, the set of lattice 
points lying in the region bounded by the line passing through the two points (xl, Yl) and (x2, Y2) 
and that through (x l ,y l  + 1) and (x2, Y2 + 1) coincides with the set P. This implies that P can be 
completely specified only by the two points (xl, yl) and (x2, Y2). So, these two points are referred to 
as the characteristic points of the maximal ine component. 
Now, how many ways to choose such two points? The point (xl, if1) is the ieftmost point that gives 
the vertical distance one and (X2, Y2) is the second leftmost such point. Here, we let a = x2 - Xl and 
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b = Y2 - -  Yl- When Yl < b, (X l ,Y l )  cannot  be the leftmost characteristic point unless xl ~< N - a. 
Therefore, the number of possible (xl, Yl) is at least 
b(N - a) + a (N  - 2b) = (a + b)N - 3ab, 
and at most 
b(N - a) + a (N  - b) = (a + b)N - 2ab. 
The slope of the line corresponding to P is given by b/a, that is, (Y2 -y l ) / (x2  - z l ) .  This fraction 
is irreducible due to the definition of Xl, x2, Yl and Y2. 
The discussion above means that we can evaluate the number of maximal line components by 
counting the number of ways to choose two characteristic points as above. Thus, it is given by 
computing the summation of (a + b)N - 2ab and (a + b)N - 3ab over all fractions b/a out of the 
Farey series of order N - 1. It is not so easy to have the exact summation. Considering the fact that 
two integers less than N are relatively prime at probability 6/7r 2, and more precisely the length of the 
Farey series of order N - 1 is 3/TrZN 2 4- O(N log N), the exact summation can be bounded by the 
summation taken for every pair of integers less than N by some constant factor. The theorem follows 
from 
N- I  N - I  
((a + b)N - 3 b) = o (N4)  [] 
a=l  b=l  
The situation in the theorem above may seem to be absurd. In fact, if every lattice point is an edge 
point, there is no need to detect lines. The reason why we made such an unrealistic assumption is that 
we want to show some complexity bound. We could consider a case, for example, in which 10% of 
pixels in a digital image are edge points, or in other rough representation the probability of existence 
of a maximal line component in the proof is 0.1. Such a situation may occur and in that case we 
should find O(N 4) different maximal ine components. 
7. Issues on computational complexities 
In this section we evaluate the computational complexities of the algorithms presented so far. First 
of all, we redefine the parameters to specify the problem. 
(1) N: image size (the number of lattice points is N2). 
(2) n: the number of edge points. 
(3) M: the length of a slope sequence. 
Let us start with Algorithm 1 based on the standard Hough transform. The basic idea is to vote 
for each edge point (xi, Yi) according to the equation p = xi cos 0 + Yi sin 0. The slopes are changed 
in order by the sequence (01,82,.. •, OM) and each p value for each slope is quantized by a function 
q(O, p) to specify a bucket. Here, one candidate of the quantization function is 
q(O,p)= [p/5(o)J, 5(0)=max{ ls in0 l ,  lcos0l}. 
In this case, since we have 5(8) ) x/2/2, the function q(O, p) takes O(N) different integral values. 
Thus, the size of the array to count votes finds to be O(NM) .  This means we need O(NM)  time for 
initialization of the array. 
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Since voting is done in O(M) time for each edge point, the total time complexity is O(nM). In 
addition to that we need O(N 2) time for raster scan over an digital image. Summarizing the results 
above, we have the lemma. 
Lemma 6. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N 2 + NM + riM) and it requires the space 
O(NM)  in addition to O(N 2) space for a digital image. 
Next, we shall consider the complexity of Algorithm 2. The main difference from Algorithm 1 is 
that coordinate data are stored in an array of size O(n). The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, for 
each slope u~ from a slope sequence of length M we compute a v value for each edge point and sort 
them by their v values to find maximal sets contained in an interval of length one. So, if O(n log n) 
is required for sorting, the total time complexity becomes O(nM log n). It should be noted that we 
do not report each line component as a set of edge points but an equation of the line that fits the 
component best. It is not so hard to modify the algorithm so as to report such equations. 
Do we always need O(n log n) time for sorting? The answer is "No" when we use the Farey series 
as the slope sequence. In fact, we can show that the sorting can be done in O(n) time for each slope 
by utilizing the integrality of coordinates. In addition, the standard Hough transform requires complex 
computation using sin and cos while Algorithm 2 needs no complex calculations. This is considered 
to be some improvement from a practical point of view. 
Now, we shall show how to sort v values in O(n) time for each slope u,. Based on this fact we 
present an efficient algorithm which detects every maximal line component from a set P of n edge 
points in an N z N digital image in O(nM) = O(nN 2) time. 
Let S be a list of increasing distinct slopes of lines passing through two lattice points in the N × N 
lattice plane (here only those slopes between 0 and 1 are considered). Let M = ISl and ui be the ith 
element of S (u0 = 0). 
In the algorithm we maintain a one-dimensional rray cr[n] of length n in which edge points are 
sorted in the nonincreasing order of vertical distances to the line of slope ui passing through the origin. 
Suppose that cr[j] stores a number of edge points whose vertical distance is the jth smallest. The basic 
idea of the algorithm is as follows. 
(1) For u0(= O) the vertical distance of each edge point is determined by its y-coordinate. Thus, 
there are O(N)  different ways. If there is any tie, we arrange them in the decreasing order of their 
x-coordinates. It is because among edge points with the same y-coordinates those ones with larger 
z-coordinates have longer vertical distances than the ones with smaller z-coordinates for larger slopes. 
(2) Given the content of the array or[n] for the slope ui, that for the next slope ui+l is obtained by 
modifying it as follows. 
Here, we assume that the current array ~r[n] stores edge point numbers in the nondecreasing order 
of the vertical distances to the line of slope ui passing through the origin. In case of ties the ones with 
larger x-coordinates are preceded. Let the vertical distance from a point p~[j] to the line y = ui+jz 
be d~[j]. 
Case 1. Points Pa[Jl and p~[j+q have the same vertical distance to the line y = uiz: 
In this case, since the z-coordinate of pa[j] is greater than that of Pa[j+l] by the definition, we have 
de[j] < dcr[j+l]. 
Case 2. The vertical distance from point Pa[j] to y = uix is smaller than that from Pa[j+l] to y = uix: 
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Since there is no line with slope between ui and ui+l that passes through any two lattice points, 
we have de[j+l] >~ da[j]. If de[j+l] > de[j] holds, we do nothing. On the other hand, in the case 
of de[j+l] = da[j] we find every lattice point whose vertical distance is equal to it. This is done by 
extracting points from cr[j + 2] in order while checking the vertical distance to y = ui+lx. Suppose 
that as the result those points from a[j] to a[j'] have the same vertical distance to y = U~+lX. Then, 
the x-coordinates of these points increase in the order of a [ j ] . . ,  a[j']. This is because the vertical 
distances to y = uix monotonically increase in that order. As for the vertical distances to y = ui+2x, 
they monotonically increase in the reverse order. Thus, we should reverse the order from cr[j] to ~[j'] 
to prepare for the next iteration. 
For each ui the time complexity for this modification is O(n). 
(3) In order to detect a component containing at least t points within an interval of width 1 on 
the vertical distances to the line of slope ui passing through the origin, it suffices to scan the sorted 
sequence ~[.] concerning the vertical distances for each slope ui. This is done in O(n) time. 
(4) From the above discussions the total time complexity is O(nM). 
The procedure stated above is described as follows. 
k := trill; 
dprev := Yk -- xk~i+l ;  
flag := false; j = 2; 
while j ~< n 
k' :=  
dcurrent := yk ~ -- Xk~i+l  ; 
if dcurrent = dprev then 
if flag = false then 
{ vertical distance from Pk to y = Ui+IX  } 
{ vertical distance from Pk' to y = ui+lx } 
flag := true; start := j - 1; 
end { if flag = false } 
else { We have dcurrcnt > dprev. Since the Farey series 
is used we never have dcurrent < dprev } 
if flag = true then 
{ The process in the case of a tie on the vertical distances to the 
current line y = Ui+lX: 
Edge points from a[start] to a[j  - 1] have the same vertical distance 
to y = Ui+IX. } 
do l = 1 to [n/2J 
interchange(a[j + l - 1], ~[start - l+  1]); 
end; 
flag := false; 
end { if flag = tree } 
end { if dcurrent = dprev } 
dprev := dcurrent; j := j + 1; 
end { while } 
In the above procedure interchange(or[j], cr[j']) interchanges ~[j] with cr[j']. 
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Theorem 6. The algorithm based on Lj-dual transform runs in O(min{nN 2, nM log n}) time and 
O(n + N) space. 
Remark. If it is required to report each line component as a set of edge points, it takes O(N) time for 
each output and the total time required for the report may be greater than the bound claimed above. 
However, if only an equation of the line approximating each line component is needed, O(1) time per 
output is enough since we can calculate and update parameters of a line approximating a set of edge 
points along with construction of such a set by the linear scan in the algorithm in constant ime per 
each insertion or deletion in the scan. 
8. Line detection in a sparse digital image 
For practical applications a digital image usually contains as many edge points as 10% or 15% of 
the whole pixels. Thus, in such cases the number n of edge points is proportional to the number of 
pixels or lattice points. In other words, n = O(N 2) holds in many cases. 
In this case the algorithms described thus far run in O(nM) = O(N 4) time. On the other hand, for 
sparse digital images such that the density of edge points is very low, say n = O(N), it looks very 
expensive to examine O(N 2) different slopes to make an algorithm to detect all maximal eligible com- 
ponents. In this section we present an algorithm for detecting line components based on combinatorial 
observations rather than integral properties of coordinates of edge points. 
The basic idea is a plane sweep which is often used in computational geometry. For an edge point 
p = (xp, yp) let pT and pC be the lattice points just above and just left of p, respectively. More 
T L exactly, p = (Xp, yp + 1), p = (Xp - l,yp). Then, while changing the slope of the parallel lines 
passing through the points p and pT from --1 to +1 in a counterclockwise way, we maintain a set 
of edge points contained in the region bounded by the two lines. After that, while changing the slope 
of the parallel lines passing through the points p and pL from +1 to ec and from oe to -1  also in a 
counterclockwise way, we maintain a set of edge points contained in the region bounded by the two 
lines. Implementing the plane sweep, an edge point other than p enters the region bounded by the 
parallel lines and exits from it in due time (see Fig. 5). The size of such a set decreases only when an 
edge point exits from the region. Therefore, if the size of a set exceeds a given threshold just before 
an edge point exits from the region then we should report the set as a maximal ine component. If we 
perform such circular plane sweep for each edge point we can detect every maximal ine component. 
For efficient implementation of such plane sweep angular sorting of edge points should be done 
efficiently and also insertion and deletion of edge points should be done efficiently. By a standard 
o----=== -Pi 
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p • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
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Fig. 5. Entering angle 0s and leaving angle 0~. 
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technique these operations can be done in O(r~ log n) time per an edge point in total. Thus, the total 
time complexity finds to be O(r~ 2 log n). 
If O('rz 2) space is allowed we can construct an arrangement of lines which are dual of edge points 
in O(n 2) time. Using the arrangement of lines the angular sorting around each edge point can be done 
in O(r~J) time and each insertion and deletion of an edge point can be done in O(1) time. Therefore, 
we can reduce the total time complexity to O(r~,2). 
Naive implementation of the algorithm above reports the same line component many times. We can 
prevent such multiple outputs by the following simple method. The idea is to order edge points, say, 
using a raster scan. In the algorithm above circular plane sweep is performed for each edge point p 
to report all line components containing p. To prevent multiple outputs of the same line components 
we simply output only those line components for p that do not contain any edge point whose order is 
lower than that of p. A simple order may be determined according to a raster scan. 
For sparse digital images of low edge point density such that 'n = O(N), the total time complexity 
is O(N2). This is a great improvement over the previous algorithm. Notice that in this method one 
maximal line component may be reported many times, which causes much redundancy. One simple 
way to avoid duplicated outputs is to examine edge points in the raster scan and report a maximal 
line component which does not contain any edge point which has already been scanned. 
9. Detecting bold lines 
Thus far we have considered the problem of detecting a line component of width one. In practical 
applications, however, it is sometimes required to detect line components of width greater than one. 
In this section we present an algorithm for detecting such bold lines of specified width in the same 
computational complexity as before. 
First of all we shall give a different definition of a line component. 
Definition 2. ~(C,pl ,P2)  is the region covered by a disk of radius e when the center of the disk is 
moved from a point Pl to another point P2 along the line connecting the two points, and the set of 
lattice points contained in the region is a digital line G(e, Pl, P2)- 
An example of such a region is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
The basic idea is almost the same as the one presented in the previous ection. That is, we perform 
a circular plane sweep around each edge point. In the previous algorithm we rotated two lines passing 
through the current edge point and its neighboring lattice point. This time, the one line Lj to be rotated 
is the line passing through the current point pi. The other line L2 to be rotated is the one which is 
o ° 
Fig. 6. Thick digital ine. 
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parallel to Ll and tangent o the circle of radius e with the center being Pi. It is almost evident hat 
the plane sweep can detect every maximal line component in the sense of Definition 2 above. One 
disadvantage of the algorithm is that it takes O(n 2 log n) time. It is an open problem whether sorting 
of event points on insertion and deletion of edge points can be done in O(n) time or not. 
10. Conc lus ions  
In this paper we have considered the problem of detecting line components in a digital image and 
presented an efficient algorithm which can detect every eligible line component without missing any 
one. Although we did not achieve considerable improvement over the existing line detection algorithms 
with respect o time complexity, one remarkable advantage of the proposed algorithm is the guarantee 
that it can detect every eligible line component. Although our algorithm does not always output only 
maximal line components, we have recently discovered an algorithm that guarantees to output only 
maximal ine components in O(n 2) time [1]. 
The fundamental idea of the conventional Hough transform is the voting in the dual plane. The 
difficulty is that there is no reasonable way to partition the dual plane. That is, an equal-width partition 
in the 0-direction is not reasonable because 0 is an angle. On the other hand, partition by a sophisticated 
expression of 0 may cause increase of computational complexity and in addition makes the analysis 
of the line detection ability of an algorithm much harder. As for the partition concerning p values, if 
we use a quantizing function 
8(0) = max {[ sin01, ] cos0[}, 
then it matches the definition of line components. In that case, however, the numbers of cells in the 
dual plane are different by the value of 0. In other words, the resulting partition has distortion. 
The Ll-dual transform presented in this paper is based on a simple linear equation and it has the 
best match with the definition of a line component. In addition, the way of changing u values has 
a clear interpretation. Although this transformation is similar to that of -'/-co Hough transform due to 
Wada and Matsuyama et al. [7,8] as a result, they are different in that ours originates in the duality 
transform defined by a linear equation whereas theirs does in the Hough transform characterized by a 
sinusoidal equation. 
The considerations in this paper have been restricted to line detection. However, we have recently 
studied the problem of detecting other geometric figures such as circles or ellipses by extending 
methods developed in this paper and have succeeded in designing efficient algorithms for the problem 
that have guranteed etection ability [1]. 
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Appendix A 
Proof  of Theorem 3. Suppose that we are given a dense digital line component S of size t' with 
t ' >~ t, and a slope u, with which S can be detected as a digital line component by Algorithm 2. 
Let us consider the convex hull of S and two parallel lines containing it that minimize their vertical 
width. It is easy to see that the slope of such two lines is equal to that of some edge of the convex 
hull. Thus, we can regard ui as such slope, and these parallel ines as LA and LB defined in the proof 
of Theorem 2. We assume without loss of generality that the edge of the convex hull whose slope is 
equal to ui is on LB. Thus, at least two points of S are on LB. Let z and • denote the minimum and 
maximum z-coordinates of points in S. Thus, ai <~ fix. We assume z = 0 without loss of generality. 
Since S is a digital line component, it has at most two points with the same x-coordinate. Thus, 
yc >>. t'/2. 
Let Uj < ui <~ Uj+1. If ui = Uj+l, we are done because Algorithm 2 with the slope U j+l (= ui) 
itself detects the entire set of S as a digital line component. Suppose otherwise. 
Let L + (respectively L - )  be the straight line with slope Uj that passes through the intersection point 
of LA and z = ~/2 (respectively LB and z = ~/2). Notice that the vertical width of L + and L -  is 
equal to that of LA and LB, and hence is at most 1. Let R + (respectively R - )  be the triangle formed 
by three straight lines L A, L + and x = • (respectively L B, L -  and x = 0). Let S + (respectively S - )  
be the set of lattice points in R + (respectively R - )  (points on L + (respectively L - )  are excluded). We 
shall show [S+l ~< (1 - a)t'/2 and IS-[ ~< (1 - a)t'/2. We shall consider only the case of [S+I (the 
case of IS-[ can be similarly treated). If these inequalities hold, we can conclude that Algorithm 2 
with slope Uj can detect he set S - (S + U S - )  as a digital line component when the threshold t is 
changed to at. 
Let (z R, yR) be the lattice point on LB whose x-coordinate is minimum among those not below L - .  
Since there are at least two points of S on LB and by ai <~ Ya, Yc/2 <~ z n <. ~ follows. Let (z c, yL) 
be the lattice point on LA whose x-coordinate is maximum among those not above L -  (see Fig. 7). 
Since at least one point of S lie on LA from definition of A and LA and by ai ~< Y:, -2 /2  ~< z L <~ Yc/2 
follows. 
J 
L* 
i L 
L8 
T</2 x 
f~  
I 
I 
~t  R 
11-  
Fig. 7. Relative relationship among LA,, LB,, L +, L-, I L and I n. 
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Let 1 R and l L be straight lines with slope Uj that pass through (x R, yR) and (z L, yL), respectively. 
Let S R (respectively S L) be the set of lattice points whose x-coordinates are between between [5:/2] 
and 5: (respectively 1 and ~/2) in the triangle formed by three straight lines L A, 1L and x = 5: 
(respectively L B, l R and x = 0). Points on l R (respectively l L) are excluded. Then 
S + C S L and S- C_ S R. 
We shall estimate the upper bound on IsLI (the case of [sRI can be treated in a similar manner). 
Let 
Uh_l z Uj~uh~Uh+l~... ~u k -~ Uj+I. 
Notice that every lattice point of S L lies on some straight line y = Ug(X - x L) + yL for some 
h ~< g ~< k - 1. Notice that the slope ug = bg/ag of a straight line connecting (x L, yL) and a lattice 
point in S L satisfies ag ~ 35:/2 by -5 : /2  ~< x L. Let I denote the index set of slopes Ug that satisfies 
h<~g~<k-1  andag <~35:/2. 
For each g E I,  the number of lattice points on y = Ug(X - x L) + yL whose x-coordinates are 
between LS:/2J + 1 and 5: is 
k s : - l  - p /2 j j  ag + 1 ~ [5:/2agJ + 1. 
Since 
Ls:/ZagJ + 1 ~< 5: + 2a~ ~< 3t__....~ ~ 
(N-1)/2ag x -1  :V - l '  
from • ~< t ~ and a a <~ 5:, we have 
IsLI ~< ~-'~L5:/2agJ 4- 1 ~ - -  
gEI 
3t I X-~ 
(N 1) /2a 9 
gEI 
3t I h' 
<~ ]V~ 1 Z (N-  1)/2a 9 
9=h 
3t I 1 
< 2(U - 1) " (1 - oz)(N - 1)" 
= (1 - c~)t'/2. 
(from the definition of (5)) 
This proves our claim. [] 
P roof  of Theorem 4. Next, we shall show that M' ,  the length of the sequence {Ui}, is O(N/ (1  -c~)). 
For each ui with 0 ~< i ~< M, letting ni be the number of lattice points on 9 = uix whose 
z-coordinates are between 1 and N - 1, we have 
N-1  
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For each j with 0 ~< j ~< M',  define a(j) that satisfies uo(j) = Uj. For j with 0 <~ j ~< M'  - 1, let 
Sj (respectively n)) be the set (respectively the number) of lattice points in the triangle formed by 
y = u,,( j)(= Uj), y =- u,~(j+U_ l , and x = N - 1 (excluding the origin). Then 
G(j+I)- I  
E N-1 
From definition of s(i, j) and definition of Uj+l in (5), 
n} <~ s(G(j),•(j + 1)- 1) < (N-  1) (1 -  c~)/3 (6) 
follows. Since each lattice point except he origin in the region formed by y = x, y = 0 and x = N-  1 
exactly belongs to one Sj, 
M~-I 
N(N+ 1)/2-1 = Z n}. 
j=0 
Thus, from (6), 
M'  = S?(N/ (1 -  
follows. 
Next we shall show M'  = O(N/ (1  - c0). For Uj with 0 ~< j ~< M'  - 1, let S} (respectively m}) 
be the set (respectively the number) of lattice points in the triangle formed by y = Uj, y = Uj+l 
and x = N - 1 (excluding the origin). Then since each lattice point except the origin in the triangle 
formed by y = x, y = 0, and x = N - 1 belongs to at most two Sj's, 
M' - I  
<. N(N + 1). 
j=0 
Since ni >~ (N - 1)/ai - 1 for 0 <. i <~ M, 
a(j+l) 
m~j >~ ~ (N-1) /ak -  (G( j+ l )±cr ( j )+ l ) .  
k=~,(j) 
Since 
o-(j+l) 
Z (N-1)/ak~ (N -1) (1 -~) /3  f rom(5) ,  
~=~,(j) 
m} >~ (N-  1)(1- o~)/3- (o-(j + 1)- or(j)- I). 
Then, we have 
MJ-I 
N(N + I) >~ ~ m} >~ M' (N-1) (1 -c~) /3 -  M. 
j=O 
From M = O(N2) (~ 6N2/1r2), 
M' = O(N/(1 - c~)). [] 
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